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INTRODUCTION
In [1] W. M . HILL and D. B . PARKER raised the question whether a
non-abelian group of order p4 , p prime, could occur as a normal subgroup
of a finite group G and contained in the Frattini subgroup b(G) .
We have the following results
(1) A non-abelian group of order
p 3 , p any prime, cannot occur as a
normal subgroup contained in the Frattini subgroup of any finite group ;
see [1] .
(2) Let p be an odd prime .
The following two groups of order p4 occur as Frattini subgroups of
p-groups, see [1] :
<x, y, z l xp2 = yp = zp = 1 , [x, z] =
xP,
[x, y] = [y, z] =1) ,
<x, y, z, w
(xp
= yp =
zp
=
WP
=1 , [z, w] = x, [x, y] = [y, z] _ [y, w] = [x, w] =1 >
.
Any other non-abelian group of order p4 , p odd prime, does not occur
as normal subgroup of a group G and contained in O(G) ; for all but one
case this can be found in [1] . For the remaining group <x, ylxp2 =yp2 =1,
[x, y]=xP> we prove it in this paper .
(3) Let p=2 .
Each of the groups <x, y, z I x4 = y2 = z2 =1, [x, z]
=X2,
[x, y] = [y, z]= 1 > and
<x, y, z j x4 = y4=
Z2=1,
[x, y] = x2 = y2 , [ x, z] = [y, z] =1 > occurs as the
Frattini subgroup of a group of order 26 ; see [1] .
Any other non-abelian group of order 2 4 does not occur as normal sub-
group of a group G and contained in O(G) ; for all but three cases this
can be found in [1] . For the remaining groups
<x,
y, zlx4
=y 2 =z 2 = 1 , [y, z] = x2 , [x, z]=[x, y]= 1 >,
<x, ylx4= y4=1 , [x,
y]=x2>
1) Supported by the Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Pure
Research.
and
<x, y,
z
j
x4 = y 2
= z
2
=1, [x, z] = y, [x, y] = [y, z] =1 >
.
we will prove it in this paper .
All groups in this paper will be finite .
The notation is mostly that of HUPPERT's book [2] . In particular :
[x, y] = x-1
y-1
xy .
C,, = cyclic group of order n ; Q = quaternion group of order 8 ;
D = dihedral group of order 8 .
§ 1
We prove the assertions as stated in the Introduction .
THEOREM 1 . Let P be the group of order 16 such that
P=<x, y, zlx4=y2= z
2
=1
, [y, z] = x2 , [x, z]=[x, y]=1>
.
Then there exists no group G such that P < G and P C i(G) .
PROOF : The group <y, z> is dihedral of order 8 and P is the central
product of <x> and <y, z> where Sh(<x>) and Z(<y, z>) are identified . In
the notation of [2] : P=C4 YD. Since P/O(P) is elementary abelian of
order 8, it follows that there are 7 maximal (normal) subgroups in P .
We calculate them . The 3 maximal subgroups <x, y>, <x, z> and <x, yz>
are all isomorphic to C4
X
C2 , the 3 maximal subgroups <xz, y>, <y, z>
and <xy, z> are isomorphic to D, and the maximal subgroup <xy, yz> is
isomorphic to Q . Hence <xy, yz> is characteristic in P. Therefore, if there
exists a group G such that P < 0 and P C O(G) then also Q < G and
Q C P C J(G) . This is however not possible, see the remark (1) of the
Introduction .
THEOREM 2 . Let P be the group of order 16 such that
P=<x, ylx4=
y4=1 , [x, y]=x 2> .
Then there exists no group G such that P < G and P C O(G) .
PROOF : All normal subgroups of order 2 of P are of course contained
in the center of P. As Z(P) =
<X2,
y2 >, (thus not cyclic as was stated
erroneously in Hill and Parker's paper), we see that <x 2> < P, <y2> < P
and <x 2 y2> < P. Now PI <x 2> - C4
X
C2 , P/<y2> - D and P/<x
2
y2>
-
Q .
Hence all the <x2>, <y2> and <x2
y2>
are in fact characteristic in P. Hence
if P < 0 and P C O(G), then P/<y2> < G/<y2>, P/<y2> C 0(G)/<y2>=
= 0(G/<y2>) ; see [2], III. 3 .4.b. Since P/<y2> - D, this contradicts re-
mark (1) of the Introduction .
THEOREM 3 .
Let N be the group of order 16 such that
N=<x, y, zlx4= y2=z2=1 , [x, z] = y, [x, y] =
[y, z]=1> .
Then there exists no group G such that N < G and N C i(G) .
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PROOF : First of all we prove that Aut (N) is a 2-group . Let t e Aut (N)
with ItJ - 1 (mod 2) . We have the series
N D <x2 , y,
z> D Z(N) = <x2
, y>
D
N' = <y>
D
{1 },
any member in it is characteristic in N. Hence t(y)=y . Since Itj is odd
it follows then that t(x 2)=x2 . Further t(z) E <x2, y, z> thus, since z
0
<x2 , y>,
we have t(z) = zx2ry8, r and s both e 7, . Then t 2 (z) = zx2 ry8 x2rys = z . Hence,
since I t I is odd, we have t(z)=z . Since x0 <x2 , y, z> we find t(x) =xx2uyvzw,
for u, v, w c- 7, ; hence t2(x) = xx 2u yv zw x2u yv zw = x . Since I t l is odd it follows
now that t(x)=x . So (t l =1.
Let now v=v<y> for v e N be an element of N/N' . Any a e Aut (N)
induces an automorphism & of N/N' in the obvious way. Since x
0
<x2, z>,
and since <Y2,2> is characteristic in N/N' (<x2 , z>=Q1(N/N')), we have
&(x) =x, x-1 , xz or x-1 z. Hence a(x) =x, x-1 , xz, x-1z, xy, x-1 y, xzy or x-1 zy .
Next a(z) . Since z <x2 , y>=Z(N) we find : a(z)=z, zy, x2 z or x 2 zy . Notice
further that y(y)=y for all y e Aut (N) . Since Aut (N) is a 2-group,
cP(Aut (N))=«2 18 e Aut (N)> ; see [2], III. 3.14.b . An investigation of all
the possibilities of possible squared elements in Aut (N) learns then, that
O(Aut (N)) is generated by the elements y, S, e such that y(x) =x-ly and
y(z)=yz, b(x)=xy and 8(z)=z, e(x)=x-1 and e(z)=yz . Hence y=&=e8.
Therefore : O(Aut (N)) = <8, e> - C2 X C2 . Now there is a 92
E Inn (N) such
that 92(x) = x and T (z) = yz namely conjugation with x : xx = x, x -1 zx = yz .
So g90O(Aut (N)) . Hence : Inn (N) !t= O(Aut (N)) . According to a theorem
of GASCHITZ, see [2], III . 3.13, the proof of the theorem is now complete .
Finally we solve the most difficult case
THEOREM 4 . Let M be the group of order p4 , p an odd prime, such
that M = <x, ylxp2 = yp2
= 1,
[x, y] = xv> . Then there is no group G such
that M < G and M C O(G) .
PROOF : We have the chain
M D <x,
yP>
D
<XP, yP>=Z(M)
D M'=<xP> D {1} .
[In particular Z(M) is not cyclic as was stated erroneously in Hill and
Parker's paper] . All members in this chain are characteristic in M; <x, yp>
is characteristic in M since <x, yP>/M'=Q1(M/M') is characteristic in
M/M'. The point is here that Aut (M) centralizes the factor M/<x, yP> .
This follows from the following observation : M is a modular p-group,
see [4], and by a result of SEITZ and WRiGHT [3], Ant (M) centralizes
M/<x, yr>, or <x, yP>/0(M), or both factors . However the map x -> x~
and y -* y, where i is a primitive p 2-root of unity, gives an automorphism
of M which does not centralize the factor <x, yv>/<xp, yP> _ <x, yp>/0(M) .
Hence Aut (M) centralizes the factor M/<x, yr> . [For the convenience of
the reader it must be remarked that by direct calculation it is possible
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to show that any automorphic image of y is of the form xiyyp8, where
j, 8 E 7,] . Since x e <x, yP> we see that for y e Aut (M)
V(x) =xtxpvypt, for some t e {1, . . .,p-1},
V E {0, 1, . . ., p-1},
I e {0, 1, . . .,p-1} ;
p(y)=xIyyp8,
	
for some j e {0, 1, . . .,p2-1},
s E {O, 1, . . .,p-1} .
We have not yet proved that any choice for t, v, 1, j, s as stated gives
indeed an automorphism . So we have IAut (M) I <p5(p-1) . However the
map y -~* y, x_ x1, j primitive pth-root of unity, is an automorphism
of M with
1#1
=p-1 . [Take j =ip, where i is a primitive p 2-root of unity] .
Consider the maps
a :Iy-yyp,
ty-~yx
iyay
y~ y
lx ---> x
Y
: x -. x x x - xyp `x -± xxp
It is not difficult to see that these maps are indeed automorphisms of
M of order p, p 2 , p, p respectively. The group K=<a, y, x, e> is a Sylow
p-subgroup of Aut (M) of order p5 . Since Aut (M)=K« > (see above)
it follows from Sylow's theorem that K Q Aut (M) . We consider the
structure of K. We have
K= <a, y, x,
Elap=xp=Ep=1, Yp2=1, [a, x] = [a, E] =[x, E] =1 ,
YAY-1=ayp, YEY
-1=
.y
-
p, Yxy -1
=xa
-1 eyP> .
[The action of a product of automorphisms is such that (~~)(t)=~(~(t))
for t E M, ~, ?7 e Aut (M)] . In verifying these relations for the structure
of K it is important to remark that the map a -> ap is in fact a homo-
morphism of M. We see that <yp> C K' n Z(K) . The group K/<yP> satis-
fies the relations OIXp = jp = 8p = 1, yxy-1 =xa-1 E, [a, x] _ [a, j] = [z, e] =1 .
Hence it follows that (K/<YP>)'=K'/<yP>=<a-1e> is of order p . Notice
that K/<yp>/(K/<yP>)' is elementary abelian. So K/K' is elementary
abelian of order p3 . Inn (M) is elementary abelian of order p2 . We argue
now that Inn (M) is not contained in O(Aut (M)) . Suppose on the con-
trary that Inn (M) C O(Aut (M)) n K=O(K), where the last equality
follows from the next lemma 5 . As O(K)=K' is elementary abelian of
order p2 we would have Inn (M)=O(K) . However, E(y)=y=yY, E(x) =
=xxp=y-1xy, so e e Inn (M) but s
0
O(K) . [Otherwise O(K) would be
generated by A-', E and yp so O(K) would be of order p3] . Hence we have
Inn (M) !4 O(Aut (M)) and therefore the proof of the theorem is complete
again by the theorem of GASCxiiTZ, see [2], III. 3.13 .
There remains to prove the lemma used in the course of the proof
of Theorem 4 :
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LEMMA 5. Let P be a normal Sylow p-subgroup of a group G. Then
I(P)=O(G) n P. Otherwise said : O(P) is the Sylow p-subgroup of O(G) .
PROOF : By Th. III . 3 .3 .b of [2] we have O(P) C O(G) n P. We assume
that G is a counterexample of minimal order . Then O(P)={1} . Indeed,
let O(P) 0 {1}, whence G/0(P) is not a counterexample of minimal order .
Hence
{1 }= O(P/O(P)) = 0(Gl0(P)) n P/O(P) = c(G)/ (P) n P/O(P) =
= (0(G) n
P)/O(P) .
As then O(G) n P=Z(P), G would not be a counterexample of minimal
order. Therefore : 1(P) = {1 }, i .e. P is elementary abelian in the counter-
example G. Next, let Y < G, Y01 and Y C O(G) . Then we have the
following formula under the assumption that (I Y 1, 1 p 1) =1 :
{1}=0(P)
-
O(P/P n Y) - 0(PY/Y)=O(G/Y) n PY/Y=
=(O(G) n PY)/Y=(O(G) n P)Y/Y - O(G) n P.
[We used here that G/Y is not a counterexample] . Hence we would find
O(G) n P=O(P), so G would not be a counterexample . Since cb(G) is
nilpotent, we therefore have, that P(G) is a p-group . Hence 0(G) is con-
tained in P. Since G is a counterexample, O(G) is not the identity group .
[Otherwise O(G) n P=O(G)={l}=P(P)] . Therefore, by Th . III . 3 .8 of [2],
we find that O(G) is properly contained in P . Let now in general N be
a normal subgroup of 0 such that P D N D {1} . Since P is elementary
abelian and since P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, it follows from Th . I . 17 .4
of [2], that 0 splits over N. Taking N=0(G) we have arrived at a contra-
diction to Th . III. 3.2.b of [2], for 0 splits never over I(G) . Therefore
G is not a counterexample and the lemma is proved .
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